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Two professional killers looking for revenge take on the mob in Florida and the Caribbean.Finn

is on a mission to take out a dangerous terrorist when a rogue FBI agent gets in his way.The

agent's looking for Finn's lady friend, Mary Beth O'Brien. Mary Beth has files linking Florida

mobsters to corrupt national politicians, and the FBI agent is out to retrieve the incriminating

records.Finn alerts his boss to the agent's interference. His boss's inquiries get her fired. She

decides to strike out on her own, recruiting Finn and Mary Beth to join her in exposing the

corruption.What happens when two professional killers become targets of the mob? Read

Avengers and Rogues and see for yourself.

"There's something about salt water, boats, fishing and diving that excites dreams of sun filled

days or beating a gale force storm home safely. Steven Becker has created a totally believable

"salty" in Mac Travis and lures the reader into that oft dreamed of life style. Mac's adventures

on and below the water draws the reader into the mystique of the Florida Keys and surrounds.

Other larger than life characters, whether dastardly or fumbling friend, populate the plot lines

and keep the reader turning the pages and wanting more. And at the end of the story there is a

promise of more yarns to follow and they can't come quickly enough. Mac Travis novels make

seriously good, easy reading that paint a seriously pleasurable picture in the readers mind." -

Malcolm Davies (Ebook Tops Reviewer)"One adventure after another - always wanting the next

book as soon as possible. I've read all four of these first books and enjoying every one of them.

I scuba dive on occasion and I love the Keys and I enjoy a good mystery. These books satisfy

my every need for a book that is not too heavy, not too violent, and keeps me engaged

constantly.Mr. Becker writes so clearly that I feel like I'm there - in the book - right along with

Mac and the other characters." - Hot Air Ballooner (Ebook Tops Reviewer)"This is a terrific

series with outstanding details of Florida, especially the Keys. I can imagine myself riding alone

with Mac through every turn. Whether it's out on a boat or on an island....I'm there." - K Dahl --

This text refers to the paperback edition.
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DoughertyAvengers and RoguesThe J.R. Finn Sailing Mystery SeriesBook 2Corruption and

Revenge in the Caribbean and Florida1I was standing neck-deep in the warm water off the

rocky beach below the target's villa. The wind was out of the northeast, so the land mass of St.

Thomas blocked the sloppy seas that were running in open water.I anchored my dinghy among

the reefs off Deck Point, a few hundred yards from where I stood. The spot where I left it was

well-protected, and the adjacent shoreline was overgrown. The dinghy was well-hidden. I

waded along the point until I turned the corner into Jersey Bay, making my swim to the villa's

private beach shorter than I expected.The calm water was a mixed blessing. Swimming was

easy, but I couldn't afford to splash. Any disturbance in the water's glassy surface would reflect

the ambient light from the houses ashore, announcing my presence to anyone who was

watching. An accidental splash would give me away to the target's security people.A steep set

of stairs led up from the little beach. From where I stood, I couldn't see the access from the

stairs to the compound. I was too close; the perspective was wrong.Using a slow breaststroke

to avoid roiling the water's surface, I swam out into the bay a hundred yards and turned around,

treading water. That solved my perspective problem, but I was too far away to make out details

in the dim light. The properties on either side of the target's compound were better lighted than

the target's.The absence of lighting on the stairs to the target's place might have been a

vulnerability for him, or maybe his security measures included motion sensors of some sort.

The only way to find out was for me to go ashore. In a black wetsuit with my face covered in

camouflage paint, I would be all right, but I dared not use the stairs. I breaststroked my way

back to the beach.In neck-deep water again, I studied the approach from the beach to the

stairs. Working my way in closer to shore, I discovered that the beach was quite steep. As I got

into the shallows, I lowered myself to a prone position. Moving slowly to avoid detection, I used

a cheap cellphone to scan for infrared light sources.Unlike more expensive digital cameras, the

phone's camera lacked an infrared filter. If someone caught me with it or searched my boat and

found it, the phone wouldn't arouse suspicion the way a more sophisticated infrared detector

might. It would make me look like a cheapskate instead of a spy. My low-tech IR detector

wasn't as sensitive or as precise as the good ones. That was its downside.I crawled to the right

end of the beach and aimed the phone across to the left end, swinging it back and forth as I

watched the screen. Spotting nothing, I slithered through the water to the other end of the

beach and repeated the process.Satisfied that there weren't any IR beams to set off an alarm, I

crawled up onto the beach. The surface was hard-packed sand with a few pebbles. My weight

might have caused crunching sounds, so I moved slowly. For all I knew there were listening

devices.I made it to the foot of the stairs in a low crawl, holding my belly just off the ground. I

dared not use the stairs themselves. There could have been pressure sensors or night vision



cameras protecting that approach. Instead, I picked my way through the scrub, crawling parallel

to the right side of the wooden staircase, my belly an inch from the ground.It took me a couple

of minutes to draw level with the top of the stairs. The staircase ended at a 12-foot-square deck

with a fence on the opposite side. The fence was wrought iron, about eight feet high, and it

bordered on a swimming pool area in front of the villa.The fence's gate was closed, probably

locked, but there wasn't enough light for me to tell for sure. The fence ran about 50 yards each

way from the gate. It joined a concrete wall that enclosed the compound. The wall was a couple

of feet higher than the fence.With my chin level with the surface of the deck, I got a clear view

of the villa on the other side of the pool. It was of modern design; the wall facing the pool was

made entirely of glass. The inside lighting was subdued; it was three o'clock in the morning.

Everyone inside was probably asleep. There wasn't enough light for me to learn much more

about the interior.There was a scrabbling sound from somewhere between me and the gate. A

fraction of a second later, I was blinded by floodlights illuminating the area in front of me.

Resisting the urge to move out of the way, I watched as two men burst from a cabana at the left

end of the pool.Both armed with AK-47s, they rushed to opposite ends of the wrought iron

fence and crouched, their eyes scanning the area outside the fence. They swept the muzzles of

their weapons back and forth as they stared in my direction.Grateful for the cover provided by

clumps of monkey grass, I froze. I closed my eyes lest their reflection give me away."Damned

iguanas again," one of the men said, rising to his feet and lowering the muzzle of his assault

rifle."Ought to waste the scaly little shits," the other one said. "Every damn night, they do

this."They ambled back to the cabana and ducked inside as the lights shut off.I was grateful to

the iguanas. Now I knew a little more about the target's security. At least two men on watch,

armed. Lights with some sort of motion sensors. I couldn't cross the open area between the top

of the stairs and the gate.They blamed iguanas, but the guards were alert and quick to

respond. The route I took up the side of the staircase was clear of sensors; otherwise, the

guards would have challenged me.My goal that night was reconnaissance; I was scoping the

place out before I decided how to engage. Getting up to deck level again wouldn't be a

problem, but I needed to find a way into the compound. To avoid the gate and the wrought iron

fence, I would have to go over the concrete wall.I backed down the rocky face of the bluff. With

my head below the edge, I crabbed my way to the right, since I was already on the right side of

the stairs. As I got farther from the stairs, the face of the bluff became closer to vertical. Using

clumps of scrub and the occasional rocky outcropping for hand and footholds, I traversed what

I estimated to be 50 yards.Thinking I should be directly below the corner where the wrought

iron fence met the concrete wall, I climbed back up a couple of feet and peered over the edge. I

was where I wanted to be. Taking out my phone, I scanned for infrared light beams again.

When I didn't find any, I eased my way up and over the edge of the bluff.Belly to the ground, I

worked my way through the low scrub until I reached the corner of the fence. Between the wall

and the adjacent property, there was an overgrown, vacant lot that was a couple of hundred

yards wide.Rising to my hands and knees, I followed the wall back toward Deck Point Road,

away from the beach. Fifty yards in from the corner, the scrub on the vacant lot was high

enough so that I could stand without risk of being silhouetted.My earlier estimate of the wall's

height was correct; it was ten feet. Without something to stand on, I wouldn't be able to reach

the top edge. With a running start, I could vault high enough to get a handhold and pull myself

up.That was risky, though, since I didn't know what was on the top of the wall. There could

have been broken glass embedded in the concrete, or motion detectors. I pushed my way into

the undergrowth until I was a few feet from the wall. Finding a dead palm tree that was still

standing, I shimmied up it a few feet.Looking toward the target's house, I could see over the top



of the wall. There was enough light for me to pick out the glint of broken glass along its top.

With my left arm wrapped around the tree trunk, I pulled my makeshift IR detector out of the

waterproof zippered pouch at my waist.Sweeping the phone back and forth, I picked up an IR

light source on top of the wall in the direction of the road. The beam no doubt ran along the top

of the wall to a receiver at the corner where the wrought iron fence joined the concrete.The

wall looked to be a foot thick, and the beam was roughly a foot above its top. That was too low

to sneak under and too high to get over without a little help. That was okay; I could deal with

that, since I knew it was there.Shifting my attention to what was on the other side of the wall, I

saw that there was an open area between the fence and the side of the villa. The villa didn't

have any windows that faced the fence.I wasn't up high enough to see the ground inside the

compound, but up under the villa's eaves I saw a cluster of floodlights on each corner. The

lights were aimed down at the patch of ground between the villa and the wall. Given that there

were no windows in that end of the villa, there must be cameras. The flood lights were there for

security. They were probably triggered by motion detectors, like the ones I saw earlier.Where

were the iguanas when I needed them? I shimmied down the tree trunk and shuffled around in

the darkness until I found a coconut. Picking it up, I took several quick steps toward the wall

and heaved it over.As I heard the soft thump of the coconut landing, the flood lights flared. In a

few seconds, I heard the guards."Another friggin' false alarm. Damn iguanas.""Yeah. Well, shit.

It's what he's payin' us for," a second voice said."He's not even here, man. Why we gotta do

this?""Because it's what he's payin' us for. One time it might not be the iguanas.""When's he

coming back?""I dunno, man. Not our worry. They took a lot of shit with 'em to Miami, though.

Looked like they was gonna stay for a while. Come on; let's finish watchin' the movie."The

target was out of town. When would he be back? Where was he? My client would be able to

help with that. It was time for me to go back to the boat.2I was crawling through the underbrush

along the east side of the staircase making my way back to the beach when I heard them.

Their voices marked them as the same two men who were griping about the iguanas.They

were speaking softly, but the sound carried, and I was on high alert. I froze, sinking to the

ground, melting into the vegetation. The treads of the stairs creaking under their weight told me

they weren't moving fast. As they came abreast of my position, I was able to make out what

they were saying."He's full of shit; he just wants to order us around while the boss ain't here.

It's nothin' but the damn iguanas.""Uh-uh. He said the IR cameras picked up a guy in the

woods east of the wall. Said he threw something over; that's what tripped the floodlights in the

side yard.""Then why the hell send us to the beach?""Because of the lights on the stair landing.

Remember?""Yeah, but there wasn't nobody there; we woulda seen 'em. He shoulda sent us to

check out the woods.""He sent Harris and Jackson to watch the road. Figures if we're watchin'

the beach, we got the guy boxed in. He goes out to the road, Harris and Jackson'll get him. He

comes back to the beach, it's you and me.""We s'posed to waste him?""Nope. Capture him and

take him inside. He wants to interrogate him.""Might be fun…"I rolled onto my back and threw a

fist-sized rock in a high arc over the stairway. It crashed into the brush several yards downhill

from their position.They clammed up and dropped to their knees, weapons pointed toward the

noise. I heard one of them whisper a few words. Then a flashlight beam cut through the

darkness, sweeping the undergrowth on the opposite side of the stairs from me."We know

you're out there," one of them said. "Stand up with your hands in the air. You got 'til the count of

three, then it's too late. One… two… three.""Now what?" the other one whispered.I heard one

of them working the action on his AK-47, chambering a round."No, dumbass!" the second one

said.The flashlight beam swung up to the sky. The one with the light used it to push the other

one's rifle up, barrel pointing at the stars."Well, I warned — ""You can't shoot up the damn



hillside, you moron.""But — ""It was probably one of them damned iguanas. Friggin' overgrown

lizards. Put the safety on and let's get down to the beach."The moron grumbled something I

couldn't hear, and they shut off the light. After a few seconds of whispered conversation, the

stairs began to creak again. I lay motionless, giving them time to get down to the beach.Once I

heard their footsteps crunching in the gravel and sand, I started moving. If I inadvertently made

a noise, their attention would be drawn to the area where I tossed the rock.That's just the way

people are wired. I was holding another rock in my fist, in case I needed to reinforce their

misunderstanding of the situation. As I crept along, I pondered the new information.There were

at least three other security people. Jackson, Harris, and whoever was in charge. If they were

all as inept as those two, I was in good shape.Crawling down the bluff toward the beach, I

considered my options. Even as careless as these two were, I wouldn't have been able to cross

the beach from the undergrowth without being seen. The crunching of the gravel would have

given me away.I was in a hurry; the sun would be up soon. There was no good place for me to

hide in daylight, so my choices were limited. I needed to put those two out of commission.Their

assault rifles made me nervous. I wasn't worried about getting shot; I was confident I could

disarm them without that happening. One of the two was trigger-happy, though. If he opened

fire, the noise would be a problem; it would alert the other security people.I needed to disable

those two for long enough to allow me to swim away. I didn't want their friends standing on the

beach shooting at me while I was in the water.I was approaching the edge of the scrub. My two

adversaries were standing on the beach, looking up the stairs. They figured that's where I

would come from.They weren't over 20 feet from me, and they were standing almost shoulder

to shoulder. That was good; I could use the one closer to me as cover when I rushed them.I

carried a blackjack in the pouch at my waist. Unzipping the pouch, careful not to make a sound,

I gripped the weighted end of the blackjack in my left hand.Pulling my legs up under myself, I

dug my toes into the sand as I rose slightly, taking my weight on my left arm. I was in a crouch,

ready to lurch forward.I rolled to my left and threw my second rock as far as I could toward the

other side of the stairs. When it hit the brush, the two guards turned toward the sound. I

charged them.The one closer to me was sweeping the area where the rock landed with the

flashlight. The other one was tracking the beam of the flashlight with his weapon.Neither

noticed the crunch of my footfalls. I sprinted a few steps as I shifted the blackjack to my right

hand, and then I was on top of the closer man. He sensed my presence and started to turn

toward me as I smacked him on the temple with the blackjack.Grabbing him as he collapsed, I

used my momentum to shove him into the second man. While he was trying to untangle

himself from his unconscious sidekick, I hit him as well. I delivered a second blow to each, just

to be sure they were unconscious.Picking up the flashlight, I turned it off and wiped it down to

make sure I didn't leave fingerprints. Satisfied they wouldn't wake up soon, I turned and waded

out until the water was deep enough for me to swim.3After swimming back to the dinghy, I

motored across the channel to my boat, Carib Princess, in the Christmas Cove anchorage at

Great Saint James Island. I went below and got a beer, taking it up to the cockpit to help me

unwind from my adventure.Four days ago, I left Rodney Bay, St. Lucia. Yesterday I made my

landfall in the U.S. Virgin Islands at St. John, where I cleared myself into the U.S. with customs

and immigration. My paperwork was clean, which was important.Before Rodney Bay, I was in

Ste. Anne, Martinique. I was half of a happy cruising couple when I got there, but things

changed fast, sometimes. The lady who was with me got into a little difficulty that left several

people dead on a megayacht. She departed from Martinique without stopping to tell me

goodbye.Fortunately, she left her passport aboard Carib Princess. With that and a gratuity to a

travel agent, I was able to get her name off my ship's papers and secure my outbound



clearance from Martinique. I left a couple of hours after I discovered what she did. The next

morning, I made a clean entrance into Rodney Bay with St. Lucia's customs and immigration

people when their office opened.The sail from Ste. Anne to Rodney Bay only takes a few

hours; it's about 20 miles. It took me a little longer because I disposed of two bodies en route.

While my lady was wreaking havoc on those people aboard that megayacht, two of their

friends came looking for me on Carib Princess. The lady was just a friend, but those fools

thought I was working with her. That mistake cost them their lives.Before I returned to my boat

from clearing in, I received an encrypted text from my client. That was what I called them since

I retired. They used to be my employer, and I still did contract work for them from time to time. I

wasn't allowed to say who they were, but my retirement checks came from the U.S. Army.I

spent a few years in the Army before my client discovered my true talent. They kept me on the

Army's rolls, but my chain of command changed. I worked for a small department of the

government that made use of my particular skills.That was why I was in St. Thomas — to use

my skills to solve a problem for my client. The problem was embodied in a native-born U.S.

citizen of Syrian descent named Daoud Nasser, and he was staying in the villa I just

visited.Daoud Nasser was his birth name, but he changed it legally to David Nash somewhere

along the way. Nash was a known member of ISIS. He was working with ISIS in Syria. That

made him a wanted man in the States. Nash starred in a cellphone video on a phone

confiscated from a dead ISIS fighter in Syria two years ago. I didn't know what the video

showed, but whatever it was, it was worth Nash's life.Nobody knew what Nash was doing from

the time the video was made until he came to St. Thomas. Facial recognition software picked

him up at immigration when he flew in from Paris a month ago. He set up housekeeping in that

rented villa I scouted earlier. The rental was in his new name, David Nash, and he signed a

year's lease.The client tracked him until the warrant for his execution came through. Recently,

Nash took one of the high-speed ferries to Tortola twice to meet an unidentified man. With the

warrant in hand, my client suggested that I could nail Nash in Tortola, since it was British

territory.I chuckled at the client's naïveté. Typical of desk jockeys, my client was aghast at the

idea of killing a U.S. citizen on U.S. soil. They suggested that I watch for him at the ferry

terminal in Red Hook and follow him to the BVI, but that was no good. I was much less likely to

get in trouble for killing him in St. Thomas. It was like the Wild West compared to the BVI. But it

didn't matter where I killed him. I never got in trouble.To get in trouble, I had to get caught. My

unusual talent was that I never got caught. Careful reconnaissance was the key to a successful

assassination, and that was why I was anchored here in Christmas Cove.The target's

compound was less than a mile away on the southeast corner of St. Thomas. I couldn't quite

see his villa from my anchorage; it was hidden behind Deck Point, the spit of land that

separated Cowpet Cove from Jersey Bay. I timed my trip earlier, though. From here, I could

reach Nash's private beach in ten minutes.It was possible to scramble over the rocks from

Deck Point, where I landed the dinghy, and approach the villa from Deck Point Road. Given

that I might have extra time before Nash came back, I could scout that route tomorrow night. It

never hurt to have a backup plan.Approaching from the beach was less likely to attract

attention. Nash was not an amateur. He and his security people would see the land side as

more vulnerable.There was also the question of how to eliminate the target. If I killed him in

U.S. territory, an accident would be best, but it wasn't the only way. I needed to know more

about his behavior before I worried too much about how to carry out my mission. That meant

more reconnaissance.A drug-related killing could be as believable as an accident, depending

on his activities. St. Thomas was a hotbed of drug trafficking. Mid-level drug smugglers were

forever killing one another in this part of the world. It could be as simple as planting contraband



or cash among the bodies. His security people would have to be part of the package if I chose

that option.An accident might have allowed me to spare Nash's troops, which would have

pleased my client. But operational details were my call, and a credible accident was harder to

arrange than an outright killing. I figured whoever was guarding this piece of garbage was no

better than he was. The more the merrier as far as making it look like the work of a cartel.But

Nash wasn't in residence, so I needed to check with the client for an update on his

whereabouts.4I woke up in the cockpit, still in my wetsuit. The sunrise roused me. Glancing at

my watch, I saw I’d slept for less than an hour. I went below and loaded my coffee pot, firing up

the stove. While the coffee perked, I took a quick shower to rinse off the salt and

sand.Refreshed and wearing dry shorts and a T-shirt, I sat down at the table in the main cabin

with my satellite phone and a cup of coffee. It was too early to call the client, so I composed a

text message instead.I didn't give them details of last night's surveillance; that would have

made them nervous. I wanted them to know that David Nash was away from the compound on

St. Thomas for an indeterminate amount of time. The security guards seemed to think he

wasn't coming back any time soon.If the guard was right about Nash going to Miami, my client

would need to sound the alarm with the Department of Homeland Security. Or maybe they

would order me to Miami. That would be unusual, but Nash was an unusual target.The scary

thing about his being in St. Thomas was that he could go anywhere in the U.S. without passing

through immigration or any other security checkpoints. He was raised as an American; the

bastard was born in the States. He knew his way around our country.Not only did he have

freedom of movement, but he was a wealthy man. Nash could do a great deal of damage

unless somebody stopped him. And there was every reason to assume that he wasn't in the

U.S. because he got homesick for baseball games and hot dogs.With the text on its way, I was

having second thoughts about that coffee. I needed more sleep, not caffeine. Stepping into the

galley, I took a vacuum bottle out of the locker beside the stove and decanted the coffee into

it.It was 6 o'clock in the morning in the Virgin Islands. I wasn't likely to hear anything from the

client for a few hours. I could catch up on my sleep. I put the thermos of coffee and the

encrypted satellite phone on the saloon table and stretched out on the settee for a nap.The

ringing of the satellite phone woke me from a sound sleep. I wasn't fast enough to get to it

before the caller hung up, but only my client could call that phone. A quick look at the clock told

me I slept for three hours. Allowing for the time difference, it was 8 o'clock in Virginia, where my

client's office was located.I poured a mug of coffee from the thermos and picked up the phone.

It looked like a regular, commercially available satellite phone, but it wasn't. After I keyed in the

access code, the screen told me I missed a call from an unknown number.That was the client.

As I said, this wasn't a normal phone. It only accepted calls from one number — the client's. I

used the cursor keys to highlight the little voicemail icon and pressed the enter key. After I

entered another, different passcode, I heard the recorded message."Urgent that you return this

call. We need to discuss your recent text regarding the missing shipment. We're waiting."It was

the woman who assigned my targets for most of my career. Her voice was as familiar as my

own.I went through the convoluted routine to return the call from “unknown caller.” After one

ring, I heard a series of clicks and tones as the call was routed through a random series of

relays. The woman answered."Extension 4235. State your callback ID, please.""Callback ID is

691414," I said."You recognize my voice?" she asked."Yes.""And you've been authenticated,"

she said. "Are you alone?""Yes.""When did you discover the shipment was missing?""Three

a.m., local time.""In St. Thomas?""Yes.""And how confident are you that it was mis-routed to

Miami?""Not very, but that's what I overheard.""And was there damage to any of the goods in

storage at your end?""Minor," I said. "Nothing that will take more than a couple of hours to



repair.""Good. I don't suppose you have an address in Miami for the shipment?""No.""How

about the means of shipment?""No, sorry," I said. "I didn't hear anything about that."
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and better. This new series of Caribbean mystery adventures is so good, I can hardly wait for

the next installment.The dialog is to the point, the action quick and brutal, the emotional

interplay subtle but inescapable.I really like the characters of Finn and Mary, and am glad that

they are becoming more than what they started out being. As with the first book of the series

the title of this one is quite appropriate... as the reader will discover.Two thumbs up! Hurry and

release the next one!”

H Lee, “Great story. This has to rated as one of the best mysteries. I couldn’t believe all the
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seeking a terrorist when a rogue FBI agent gets in his way. The agent is looking for Finn's

girlfriend who seeks corrupt national politicians. Readers will become emerged in this mind-

blowing thriller.  It's totally captivating.  Highly recommend.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “three days, two books - next!. I couldn't put these first of (hopefully) the

series down and will read the next as soon as it is available. Another reviewer of Assassins &

Liars called it "another great series in the making." I agree. No cookie cutter plot here.

Caution: the experience will be richer if you read the series in order.”

bob, “G R E A T. You do put out the books. I Ann keeping up and will read them all. Love the

new characters in the Finn series but love Connie and family also. I was waiting for the next

books. Thanks and keep them coming. I would advise anyone liking a very good to read your

books.”

Remout, “An Entertaining Relaxing Read. A fun easy read, he sticks close to reality when

describing sailing with plenty of excitement thrown in. I'm through with several of his books and

plan on reading all of them.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/Leyo/Avengers-and-Rogues-J-R-Finn-Sailing-Mystery-Series-Book-2


S I P, “An unending maze of villians. Finn and Mary make for an unusual couple. To the chagrin

of many, their interests are closely aligned. This makes for a good storyline with an unending

maze of villians. This third series by the author is really interesting and complex. Highly

recommended.”

Christina Coccaro, “Great reading!. This series is just as good as the others. It keeps you

thinking and the mystery keeps you on the edge of your seat”

Mike Jenner, “A great concept. Really enjoyed this one and looking forward to more in the

series...”

The book by Charles Dougherty has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 155 people have provided

feedback.
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